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TOP TEN 
 

10. “Early Bird Gets the Worm” – look at the attendee list before arriving at a networking 
event and identify someone you want to meet or someone you know that you want to re-
connect with. Arrive at the event early. Locate their name badge (they are usually laid out 
on the registration table) and place your business card vertically sticking out behind the 
badge so they see it. Write a quick note on the back – let’s connect here or have wanted to 
meet you and there is your entre. 
 
9. “The Daily Show” – make one new connection every single day. Whether it is setting a 
lunch or coffee meeting, Linking someone in, sending an interesting article or otherwise 
reaching out, you should be making a new connection daily. 
 
8. “Creating a Signature” – create something that uniquely says you or is always 
associated with you and then take it one step further. For example, anyone who knows Jen 
Rabinowitz knows that not only is she a great BDO at Wells Fargo, but she is a foodie. Jen’s 
signature is her Little Black Book series which is a best-of book about restaurants, but with 
a very personal flair. To market herself (and Wells) Jen sends her books to prospects with a 
note telling them to pick one of the places out of the book and lunch is on her. 
 
7. “Happy Flag Day” – everyone sends holiday cards at Christmas – we are all inundated 
with them. To stand out, why not send a card at an off-holiday like Flag Day or Columbus 
Day or even beat the crowd with a Thanksgiving card. Tie it to a donation being made in 
your prospect’s name – maybe to a Veterans group for Flag Day for instance, or organize a 
day of service at a soup kitchen for Thanksgiving and invite your referral sources to join 
you. Remember – relationship building – to share a meaningful event creates a memory. 
 
6. “You Have to Give to Get” – make sure you have your “go-to” people for matters that you 
can’t handle and if you give someone’s name as a referral, make sure that they know, 
regardless of whether that matter ultimately comes to them or not.  The fact that you 
thought of them and gave their name is what matters and they will remember that. It’s not 
just what people can do for you, it is what you can do for them that builds trust. Also, do 
not be afraid to offer help to someone. I transitioned a matter to an attorney at another 
firm and spent a ton of time not just transitioning the information, but helping him, 
brainstorming with him. He knew I was not getting paid by the client for all of my time so to 
show his appreciation, he told me the next thing that hit his desk that he could refer out he 
would give it to me. And I have a new friend! 
 



5. “Pick Me, Pick Me” – one of the best things you can do to market yourself and get 
business is to become the leading expert in a certain area. Pick something that interests 
you – maybe asset based lending isn’t your thing, but factoring is fascinating. Be more 
than competent, be excellent, and raise your hand with the answers – just like you used to 
do in elementary school! Show people what you know and that you are the best at what 
you do. This is where sitting on panels and writing can help, but do your homework and 
hone your craft before you ever get in front of people. 
 
4. “Write It Down” – how many times have you been at a networking event, you spend time 
talking to different people, gets lots of cards and then, when you get back to your office, 
you can’t remember who was who or what they did? Write it down when you are there. Pick 
two memorable things about what the person said to you and write it on the back of their 
card. Can be business related, but it doesn’t have to be and sometimes the more personal 
has more meaning. Has 2 kids – Joe and Sally, avid biker. Put that information into your 
outlook so you have it for next time – how impressed will Joe and Sally’s mother be that 
you remembered!! And she will remember you as a result. 
 
3. “Say It With Chocolate” – I developed a targeted list of attorneys around the country that 
I had worked with. Then, once a quarter, I came up with a small item that I sent to 
everyone on the list, along with a corresponding post card. So around Valentine’s Day I sent 
oversized Hershey bars with a postcard saying “the Mid-Atlantic region is Saul Ewing’s 
sweet spot. Let me know if you need bankruptcy support in our footprint.” In the spring I 
sent a package of seeds with the postcard “Let Saul Ewing help your clients grow”. I got 
great feedback and people started looking forward to what they would get next from me. 
Memorable. 
 
2. “Passion for Fashion” – turn something you are passionate into a business developing 
mechanism by sharing it. My brother in law is a real estate lawyer in Denver where 
everyone skis. He was known for being a daring skier and he would invite prospective 
clients on these crazy ski trips. After defying death together, these people had to give him 
their business and that was how he grew a huge book! Rob Martucci of Rosenthal and 
Rosenthal loves to cook. He sends out a monthly letter to his contacts called Broccoli Rob 
that is about cooking and people can relate to that. Me, it would be about boots – I could 
create a networking opportunity around a fashion event. Point is, capitalize on something 
you love and make is shareable. People connect with that. 
 
1. Finally, number 1. “Big Ugly Deals”- come up with a short phrase to sum up what you do, 
who you are or what you are looking for that will stick with people.  A friend of mine in 
lending used to tell people that she was looking for “Big Ugly Deals” because those 
situations were the ones where her company could help.  Another friend of mine, Allen 
Kadish, president of the NY chapter, tells people he wants to be their “favorite bankruptcy 
attorney.” So think of something that says you or what you want and then use it over and 
over until you become known as someone’s favorite bankruptcy attorney. Oh wait, that 
one’s taken!! 


